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NEW VICTORIA LINE

London run: Open Space, March 1st – (short run)
Music & Lyrics: Tony Jason & Victor Baté.
Cast: June Elvin, Lynne Leishman, Caroline Wrench, Tony Jason, Ed Graham, Paul Murphy
Notes: This late night show “took revue to a new all-time low. The songs were completely unforgettable, the
music un-ambitious, tinkly, sugary, hideously synthetic, the tiny little comedy numbers so infantile that even a
schoolboy would have found it hard to laugh at them” (The Stage). Within days of the opening, the Open
Space Theatre issued a statement pointing out this show was NOT an Open Space production, but an outside
company paying a hiring fee for its short season.

BIRDS OF A FEATHER
London run: Royalty, April 2nd – 25th
Presented by Paul Raymond
Director-Choreographer: Noel Tovey
Music Director: David Gold

Cast: Ricky Renée, Larry Grayson, Leslee, Barry Scott, Laurence Daury , Terry Durham, Tony Chantel,
Kim Diamond, Kenny Day, The Superbirds, The Noel Tovey Dancers
Notes: This was an all-male revue. “It is always difficult to pick out landmarks in a swamp, and my abiding
impression of the evening is of a sea of muscle-knotted legs encased in tights as thick as Donegal tweed – all
likely lads, I am sure, but I wouldn’t like one of them to marry my brother” (Plays & Players). The star of the
show, Ricky Renée, drew inevitable comparisons with Danny La Rue who “sends himself up with a
wickedness which borders on genius: ‘I’m a chap’ he leers, and it is side-splitting. Mr Renee says ‘I’m a man’
and it is tragic, because he seems to want to be nothing of the kind” (Ibid.). The comedian, Larry Grayson,
(“what a long wire”) was described as “abysmal, with the ingratiating smile of a cayman”.
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DANNY AT THE PALACE

London run: Palace, April 9th – April 15th 1972
Revue by Barry Cryer & Dick Vosburgh
Music & Lyrics: Bill Solly
Special Material: Bryan Blackburn
Director: Freddie Carpenter
Choreographer: Lionel Blair
Musical Director: Derek New
Cast: Danny la Rue, Roy Hudd, Toni Palmer, David Ellen, Jackie Sands, Jackie Gentle,
Black Theatre of Prague, Lionel Blair Dancers, Bel Canto Singers
Dancers: Val Arness, Wendy Bell, Nina Chalmers, Brenda Crippen, Jackie Gentle, Joanna Horlcok, Christine Kendall,
Sandra Leachman, Wendy Martin, Gayna Martine, Chrissie Westoll, Peppi Borza, Alexander Curry, Gary Downie,
Bernard Jamieson, Christopher Robinson, Ken Walsh.
Singers: Christine Chandler, Jill Donohue, Mary Murphy, Don Aitken, Evan Wildes, Bob Wilson

Despite the cool notices,
this was a show that really
caught on with the public,
and it was a smash success,
running for two years and
doing excellent business in
a very large theatre. It
established Danny la Rue
as one of the most
successful and highly-paid
performers of the 1970s.

Photos by Tom Hustler

Notes: This was the Danny la Rue in revue for the first time in the heart of the West End, and he appeared
onstage every few minutes in a different costume or sketch. His appearances were highlights of the show, as
was the spectacular Black Theatre of Prague. However, “at this big and important theatre one expects a
production of consequence, filling the evening with first class entertainment. This was not forthcoming. . . The
production as a whole is spare and stale. There is an unbelievably old-fashioned as well as a feeble tribute to
variety and a comedy sketch about a Miss World competition which would hardly have gone down well at
Woolwich Empire thirty
years ago”. (The Stage) .
Other sketches included
“Fanny Oakley Rides
Again” and “Speakers’
Corner”, with Danny la
Rue as Lady Cynthia
Grope.

Toni Palmer, David Ellen, Danny la Rue, Roy Hudd, Jackie Sands
in “Fanny Oakley Rides Again”
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FAGGED OUT

London run: Hampstead Theatre Club, April 9th (limited season)
Director: Peter Ives
Cast: Rogers & Starr, Gaby Vargas, Billy Boyle
Notes: This hour-long late-night revue “put drag back where it
belongs” (The Stage). (By chance this show opened the same night as
Danny la Tue at the cavernous Palace Theatre in London’s West End. The
tenor of the Stage review was that “drag acts” worked better in the
intimate atmosphere of small theatres. In the event, Danny at the Palace
turned out to be a huge success with a two year run.) Highlights of
“Fagged Out” were “The Lady of Shallot”, a send-up of the Tennyson
poem, a drag piece on Jacqueline Kennedy, and “Shopping Around”, a
song about how leather is “in” this year. Rogers and Starr were supported
by Billy Boyle and Gaby Vargas.

MAX BYGRAVES AT THE PALLADIUM

London run: London Palladium, April 21st – May 30th (six week season)
Staged by Albert J. Knight
Choreographer: Jo Cook
Conductor: Geoff Love
Cast: Max Bygraves, The Go-Jos, The Rastellis, Freddie Starr, Peter Rostal &
Paul Schaefer, Hope & Keen, Keith Potger, The New Seekers, The Go-Jos
Notes: Max Bygraves was described as “one of the very few performers around
who can hold an audience comfortably in the palm of their hand for an
hour” (Plays & Players). His jokes were amiable: about his mother-in-law, his
race horse, flying (“it was a very old aeroplane. . . outside toilets”), a wartime girlfriend (“a gin and tonic was ninepence in those days. You could get her drunk on
twelve quid”), and his education “My school was half Catholic, half Jewish. . . St
Cohen’s). It was an evening of gentle humour in the hands of a true professional. “However, with the
exception of some jovial musical clowns called The Rastellis, the rest of this Palladium bill is pretty poor
stuff” (Ibid).

Max Bygraves

The Rastellis

Freddie Starr
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Moira Anderson

VAL DOONICAN SHOW

London run: London Palladium, June 4th – October 2nd
Staged by Albert J. Knight
Choreographer: Pamela Devis
Musical Director: Robert Lowe
Cast: Val Doonican, Moira Anderson, Norman Vaughan,
Trio Athenee, Dailey & Wayne, Des Lane, Jimmy Currie Quartet,
The Kingfishers, The Palladium Dancers
Dancers: Maggie Dew, Mary-Ann Barham, Sue Burgess, Beryl Cooper,
June Cunningham, Christine Fairclough, Jo-Anne Franklyn, Janet Fairhead,
Shelagh Gilliard, June Griffiths, Debbie Hearnden, Jackie Hearnden,
Barbara von der Heyde, Janet Jones, Linda McCoy, Yvonne Peters, Connie Poor,
Anne Price, Lynne Parton, Joyce Riley, Denise Smith.

Notes: This was mostly a variety show with the addition of the occasional
sketch – notably the old golfing routine performed by Norman Vaughan and
Val Doonican – “. .. with the feeble chat and the plastic golf-balls, it has
outlived its purpose” (Plays & Players)

TEN YEARS HARD

London run: May Fair, July 6th – August 22nd
Devised & Written by Peter Myers
Director: Charles Ross
Choreographer: Molly Molloy
Musical Director: Tony Stenson
Cast: Gordon Chater, Barry Creyton, Roz Early, David Essex,
Peter Felgate, Michael Flanders, Stacey Gregg, Sally Mates, Sally Smith
Notes: This was a revue “satirising the satiric sixties”. It looked back over
the past decade, reviving many old targets and treating some with a fresh
viewpoint. However it did not match “the material of those little revues
which were once upon a time an important and brilliant part of our
theatre” (The Stage). “The whole evening had a smug odour of contempt
for the sophistications of ‘Beyond the Fringe’ and confidence that things,
revue-wise, are back to the slap-happy Fifties. . . The show is very, very
middle-aged and desperately short on jokes” (Plays & Players).

David Essex
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OH! CALCUTTA!

London run: Roundhouse, July 27th – September 19th (8 week season)
Transfer: Royalty, September 30th – January 26th 1974
Transfer: Duchess, January 28th 1974 - February 2nd 1980
(Total 3,918 performances)
Revue by various authors
Music & Lyrics: Open Window
Director: Clifford Williams
Choreographer: Margo Sappington
Musical Director: Mike Allen (The Mike Allen Four)
Cast: Brenda Arnau, Dominic Blythe, Anthony Booth, Pamela Farbrother,
Bill Macy, Linda Marlowe, Richard Monette, Jenny Runacre,
Margo Sappington, Noel Tovey, George Welbes.
Cast after transfer: Brenda Arnau, Dominic Blythe, Anthony Booth, Jonathan Burn, Jennifer Lee,
Lynda Marlowe, Richard Monette, Arlene Phillips, Jenny Runacre, Tony Sutton, Noel Tovey.
Various cast members over the years included: Lindy Alexander,
Richard Bartlett, Maurice Brookes, Jacqueline de Costa, Robert Cotton,
Deirdre Dee, Jonathan Dennis, Tricia Ellis, Ginny Ferguson,
Sandra Freeman, Tom Friedlander, Carolyn Jones, Berwick Kaler,
Hilary Labow, Robert Meredith, Ted Merwood, Bill Mitchell,
Mandy Murfitt, Clare Rees, Nicola Rowley, Peter Sergeant,
Patricia Samuels, Jackie Skarvellis, Rex Stallings, Vivien Stokes,
Tony Sweeny, Jeremy Truelove, Meg Walter, John Watts, Alan West.

Notes: Public previews began on July 17th “Whatever one’s
previous experiences in avant-garde basements and attics, however
daring ‘Hair’ seemed at the time, ‘Oh! Calcutta!’ in a sense crashes
the barrier once and for all. . . it is a bold and triumphant attack on
the taboos which have hedged in the Western Theatre for centuries,
not only by celebrating the human body, but by laughing at the
activity which that body in a cultured society has come to regard as
Jonathan Burn & Arlene Phillips
its most unspeakable pastime” (Plays & Players). Each half opened
with “impressive nude dancing”, and other highlights were Brenda Arnau’s song “To His Black Mistress”; a
sketch about two men, one with a mind on sex, the other thinking of other things; and an eminently respectable
trio indulging in a pretty range of lusty rituals. The production was slick and engaging, the music was
“brilliantly played, but the general level of material is poor (and) the show breaks no new ground. We have had
naked dancing boys and girls in ‘Hair’. Joe Orton has been and gone.” (The Stage).
The original off-Broadway production ran for 1,313 performances. An on-Broadway revival in September 1976
ran until August 1989, reaching 5,959 performances, and becoming the longest-running show in Broadway
history up to that point. Although it
has lost that record in the intervening
years, it remains the longest-running
revue ever staged in New York.

Photos by Michael Childers

The London production was subject to
numerous co mpl aint s and the
Metropolitan Police Obscene
Publications Squad attended some of
the previews, and finally recommended
a prosecution for obscenity under the
1968 Theatres Act. However, the
Director of Public Prosecutions sent a
panel to see the show at the
Roundhouse, and decided not to
proceed with any action. As a result
the show was able to continue and to
transfer to the West End .
“Taking off the Robe”- the opening scene
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LONDON PALLADIUM AUTUMN VARIETY SEASON
SACHA DISTEL SHOW
London run: Palladium, October 5th—24th (Limited 3 week season)
Presented by Louis Benjamin & Leslie G24thrade
Producer: Albert J. Knight
Musical Director: Gerald Gustin
Cast: Sacha Distel, Stephane Grappelli, Ted Rogers, Hines Hines & Dad,
16 Fabulous Doriss Girls, Ugo Garrido
Notes: This was a limited three week variety bill opening an International
Variety season. Sacha Distel ‘s “brilliant handling of the electric guitar alongside
violinist Stephane Grappelli. . .brought the house to ecstatic bursts of
applause” (The Stage). Hines, Hines & Dad were an American trio of singers
and knockabout comedy. The “revue” element was in the hands of 16 Doriss
Dancers from the Moulin Rouge.

TONY BENNETT SHOW
London run: Palladium, October 26th—November 14th
(Limited 3 week season)
Presented by Louis Benjamin & Leslie Grade
Producer: Albert J. Knight
Musical Director: Gerald Gustin
Cast: Tony Bennett, Lonnie Donegan, Arthur Worsley,
16 Fabulous Doriss Girls, Ugo Garrido

ENGLEBERT HUMPERDINCK SHOW

London run: Palladium, November 16th – 28th (Limited 2 week season)
Presented by Louis Benjamin & Leslie Grade
Producer: Albert J. Knight
Musical Director: Gerald Gustin
Cast: Englebert Humperdinck, Don McClean, Clodagh Rodgers, Dallas Boys, 16 Fabulous Doriss Girls,

The Doriss Girls from the Moulin Rouge
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TO SEE SUCH FUN

London run: Palladium, April 26th – October 9th
Devised and staged by Albert J. Knight
Choreography: Tommy Shaw
Musical Director: Robert Lowe
Cast: Tommy Cooper, Clive Dunn, Anita Harris, Russ Conway,
Francois & Rita Szony, Dorothy Dampier, Robin Hunter, George Truzzi,
Bertie Hare, The Stupids, Bel Canto Singers, Palladium Dancers,
The Peggy O’Farrell Children.
Dancers: Wendy Baldock, Christine Barker, Alison Basham, Zilpha Beckett, Sharon Boone,
Tricia Doran, Jenny Elmore, Karin Gaeng, Susan Hannay, Jackie Hearnden, Lynda Johns,
Janet Jones, Anne Justice-Crompton, Carol Scalon, Gerry Binns, Richard Key, Peter Kuczmaida,
Michael Lander, Graham Pattenden, Spencer Shires.

Notes: This show claimed to be a return to the great spectacle and glamour of earlier revues. Tommy Cooper,
the star of the show, appeared in sketches with George
Truzzi, as well as in his own solo comedy spots. Other
sketches included the old “Dinner for One” with Clive
Dunn, who also appeared as Corporal Jones, in a desert
setting, singing “Grandad” to a group of children; while
Dorothy Dampier, Robin Hunter and Bertie Hare appeared
in further comic items. Specialities came from The Szonys,
blending ballet and adagio; from Russ Conway and piano in
a lavish Hollywood scena; from the Stupids, a Swedish
comedy acrobatic act; and from Anita Harries fronting a
number of production numbers - one with a filmed
background. It was aid to be one of the most expensive shows staged at the Palladium in many years.

MEET ME IN LONDON

London run: Adelphi, April 7th - June 19th (Limited season)
Presented by Harold Fielding
Producer: Stewart Morris
Choreographer: Douglas Squires
Cast: Tommy Steele, Hope & Keen,
The Younger Generation
Occasional: Don Maclean
Notes: Though billed as a “variety revue”,
this was effectively a large-scale cabaret
show. The first half saw a series of lavishly
staged and costumed numbers from the
Younger Generation, interspersed with comedy routines from Hope
& Keen. The entire second half was Tommy Steele, in a presentation
based on the cabaret he had recently performed in Las Vegas.
Although there was much praise for Tommy Steele himself, the
format of the show came in for some criticism. As an experiment the
Birmingham comedian Don Maclean was given a one-night solo spot
in the first half on Friday April 16th, and was promptly booked for a
further five appearances over the next few weeks, appearing on those
nights when he was not booked elsewhere.
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DIRTIEST SHOW IN TOWN

London run: Duchess, May 11th – April 7th 1973
(794 performances)
Music: Jeff Barry
Book & Lyrics: Tom Eyen
Director: Tom Eyen
Cast: Laurie Asprey, Matthew Eckhart, Jean Gilpin,
Jeffrey Herman, Felicity Lam, Peggy Ledger, Madeleine Le Roux,
Mary-Jennifer Mitchell, Bradford Riley, Mark Russel,
Sommer Sally, Lawrence Trimble.
Various cast members over the long run included: Keith Benedict,
Elizabeth Bennett, Lisa Collings, Jennifer Cox, Libby Glenn,
Pippa de Gobeo, Kim Hall, Trevor Jones, Jonathan Kramer,
Felicity Lam, Peggy Ledger, Rory McDonald, Louis Negin,
Steve Patterson, Philip Sayer, Barrie Shore, Edwin van Wyk,
Michael Watkins
Notes: Originally staged off-Broadway in June 1970, the New
York production ran for 509 performances.
This London
production was even more popular, running for almost 800
performances. The various items in this musical revue dealt with
Matthew Eckhart, Bradford Riley,
the war in Vietnam, air pollution, urban blight, and the threat from
Mark Russel
computers. It was filled with sex, nudity, lesbian and gay
characters and ended with an onstage orgy. At the same time, several critics pointed out it contained much
clever and witty dialogue. It gained a very mixed reception from the critics: “(It) is a cartoon-like satire on
some of the horrors of the day, and a grim and sometimes touching examination of personal loneliness and
emptiness. . . there are plenty of laughs in it, and the qualities of compassion and self-criticism give it dignity
and strength.” (The Stage).

Photos by Laurie Asprey

“The difference between nakedness in a strip-club and in a theatre is a matter of pretensions. The worse the
material which surrounds it, the more valid the nakedness, since there is less to destroy. And Tom Eyen’s
revue at the Duchess is so putrescently witless, so puffed up with obligatory nods towards Vietnam,
Warholism, Greenwich Villagery and other American suttee bonfires, that we tend to regard the roods of
gooseflesh on view with an indulgent, even a lecherous eye. . . This particular offering may be likened to an old
man in a park, who exposes his genitals to anyone who will look – with the difference that in this case the
viewers are expected to pay for the privilege. The Dirtiest Show in Town is anti-theatre, anti-art, anti-sex and –
worse – anti-me.” (Plays & Players)
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Des O’Connor

LONDON PALLADIUM AUTUMN VARIETY SEASON
CLIFF RICHARD SHOW

London run: Palladium, October 11th – October 30th (Limited 3 week season)
Presented by Louis Benjamin & Leslie Grade
Producer: Albert J. Knight
Choreographer: Pamela Devis
Cast: Cliff Richard, Dora Bryan, Hank Marvin, Bruce Welch, John Farrar, Olivia Newton John
Notes: This was a limited three week variety bill, made possible due to the postponement of filming for
“Xanadu”.

VAL DOONICAN SHOW

London run: Palladium, November 1st – 13th (Limited 2 week season)
Presented by Louis Benjamin & Leslie Grade
Producer: Albert J. Knight
Choreographer: Pamela Devis
Cast: Val Doonican, Mike Yarwood, Keith Harris, Larry Grayson, The Villams, Anni Anderson,
Roy Budd Trio. Replacement: Norman Vaughan
Notes: This was a variety bill: The Villams were a comedy-acrobat-juggling act from Hungary; Keith Harris
a young ventriloquist; Anni Anderson, a singer from Belgium; Larry Grayson, “a virtuoso of high-camp
comedy”. The impressionist Mike Yarwood was unable to play the first few nights due to illness, and was
temporarily replaced with the comedian Norman Vaughan. The major part of the second half was given over to
Val Doonican.

DES O’CONNOR SHOW

London run: Palladium, November 16th – December 11th (Limited 4 week season)
Presented by Louis Benjamin & Leslie Grade
Producer: Albert J. Knight
Choreographer: Pamela Devis
Cast: Des O’Connor, Henry Youngman, The Stupids, Augie & Margo & the Lomans, David Rosaire,
Pamela Devis Dancers
Notes: This was the third and last of the Autumn Variety Season at the Palladium.
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HANDY FOR THE HEATH

London run: Hampstead Theatre Club, January 26th (limited season)
Devised & Directed by Barry Took
Written by: David Climie, Frank Marcus, Barry Took,
Michael Rogers & others
Choreographer: Malcolm Clare
Musical Director: Peter Durrant
Cast: Michael Rogers & Roy Starr, Antonia Ellis, Paul McDowell,
Ray Davis
Later: Derek Griffiths
Notes: This was a 90 minute late-night intimate revue headed by the
drag duo of Rogers & Starr though “the entertainment is not
sledgehammer sex jokes all through. . . Germaine Greer and Jilly
Cooper are lampooned. . .and acceptable missiles are launched at much-battered targets like the lady advisers
of the Agony Corner of womens’ mags – not to mention Dracula movies.”
Derek Griffiths

Second edition: On March 1st a second edition saw Derek Griffiths join the company in place of Paul
McDowell. New material included a meeting between Mrs Nixon and Chou-en Lai; a mime set in an operating
theatre; and a send-up of Ken Russell films, “Russell of Spring”.

THE COMEDIANS

London run: Palladium, April 12th – September 16th
Devised & Produced by John Hamp & Albert J. Knight
Choreographer: Pamela Devis
Musical Director: ?
Cast: Ken Goodwin, Charlie Williams, Bernard Manning, Jos White,
Mike Reid, Dave Butler, Jimmy Marshall, Shep’s Banjo Boys, Les Peters,
Pamela Devis Dancers, Bel Canto Singers
Notes: This was a mostly a variety show based on the Granada television
series, and was originally booked into the Palladium for a 4½ week run, in the
course of which it would lose two days for a special staging of a Royal Variety
Show. However, it was an enormous success and the run was extended
throughout the summer.

PARIS TO PICCADILLY

London run: Prince of Wales, April 13th – July 1st
Presented by Bernard Delfont & Leslie Grade
Directed by Jon Scoffield
Choreographer: Norman Maen
Cast: Sacha Distel, Olivia Newton-John, Ted Rogers, Stephane Grappelli,
Phillipe Genty
Notes: This was Sacha Distel’s return to the West End. “The new revue. . . has a
spotty first half, enlivened only by a clever, very funny puppet show of Philippe
Genty and Company. In the second half Sacha Distel stops being a stooge to comic
Ted Rogers and turns on the well known charm and artistry. . . the men have
something to feast their eyes on in the shape of Olivia Newton-John, but I wasn’t too
happy with her use of the amplifying system, which often reminded me of the one at Waterloo. . . Stephane
Grappelli proved that he still has the hottest, sweetest violin in the business.” (Daily Mirror)
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Tudor Davies & Una Stubbs

COWARDY CUSTARD

London run: Mermaid Theatre, July 10th – July 25th , 1973 (405 Performances)
Music & Lyrics: Noel Coward
Book: Gerald Frow, Alan Strachan & Wendy Toye
Director: Wendy Toye
Musical Director: John Burrows
Cast: Olivia Breeze, Geoffrey Burridge, Jonathan Cecil, Tudor Davies,
Elaine Delmar, Laurel Ford, Peter Gale, John Moffatt, Patricia Routledge,
Anna Sharkey, Una Stubbs, Derek Wareing,
Later: Julia McKenzie, David Robb.

The original production at the Mermaid was
part of the 1972 City of London Festival and
ran for over a year for a total of 405
performances. It employed a cast of twelve
(six men and six women).
A closing date was announced for March 1st
1973, but demand for tickets remained
exceptionally high. Because the Mermaid
was committed to a revival of Shaw’s
“Misalliance”, an arrangement was made
that from April 18th the two shows would run
in repertoire, with performances being given
twice-nightly on separate evenings. This
arrangement carried on when the Shaw play
was replaced with Sean O’Casey’s “Juno
and the Paycock” from July 2nd. “Cowardly
Custard” was eventually withdrawn on July
25th.

Photos by Morris Newcombe

Notes: Telling the story of Coward's life through song and biographical snippets, the revue was billed as "An
entertainment featuring the words and music of Noël Coward". As well as the well-known favourite songs, the
revue also contained previously unpublished material, excerpts from some of his plays and poems, and
material from Coward's autobiographies. “The play extracts and prose bits are the least successful elements,
chiefly because they are out of context; but otherwise the show is light and gay, with the sparkle of a tear here
and there. Above all, one realises again how
tender and touching Coward can be”. (The
Stage)

Una Stubbs. Geoffrey Burridge, Jonathan Cecil & Anna Sharkey
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HULLA BALOO

London run: Criterion, October 31st – December 9th
Revue by: Colin Spencer, Henry Livings, Peter Wildblood, Frank Marcus , etc
Music: Various
Producer: Harold Fielding
Director: Frank Dunlop
Choreographer: Irving Davies
Musical Director: Peter L. Collins
Cast: Michael Rogers & Roy Starr, Jimmy Edwards, Marcia Ashton,
Chelsea Brown, Ted Merwood, Roy North
Notes:
This show
received very contrasting
reviews: “There is plenty of easy fun. . . some
astringent comment, pithy songs. The dull patches and
the poor numbers are less harmful to the evening than
they might be because the production is so brilliantly
and imaginatively directed by Frank Dunlop and
because of the excellent company” (The Stage). The
show was set in a public lavatory, causing an opposing
review to state: “Public lavatories are provided
(usually) for two functions and the audience is
liberally sprayed by both. . . . Rogers & Starr
undoubtedly have talent. What they tragically lack is
taste. . . To say their material is deplorable is to be
generous. The finale, a song called ‘Bums’, where
Rogers and Starr exposed their bare behinds to the
audience, typified the level of the material.” (Plays &
Players).
The sketches included “Eurovicious”, a send-up of the
Eurovision Song Contest, giving Jimmy Edwards the
song “Enoch”; and Chelsea Brown, the American
singer and dancer came in for praise.

Rogers & Starr - set in a public lavatory

STATE OF EMERGENCY

London run: Theatre Upstairs, November 9th – 25th & December 18th – 23rd
Revue by David Edgar
Director: David Edgar
Cast: Michele Ryan, Brian Hubbard, John Cudmore, Alan Hulse
Notes: This was an hour-long political revue playing at 10pm nightly. It was
presented by the General Will Theatre Company, an agit-prop group co-founded
by David Edgar. It specialised in a “crude and cartoonish” style of political
commentary presented with dollops of music-hall and burlesque for comedic
effect. This show had been performed at the Edinburgh Fringe and was a
documentary with songs about industrial resistance to the Conservative
government of Edward Heath. (The General Will Theatre Company would later
re-constitute itself when the only gay member went on strike in mid-performance
due to the overwhelmingly heterosexual slant of the company’s material. It disbanded in 1977 after a funding
cut.)
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BEHIND THE FRIDGE

London run: Cambridge, November 21st - August, 1973
Revue by Peter Cook & Dudley Moore
Director: Joseph McGrath, Peter Cook & Dudley Moore
Cast: Peter Cook, Dudley Moore
Notes: The sketches included a young film star visiting his working-class father; an
interview with one of the shepherds who watched the flocks by night when Jesus was
born; and the problems of dealing with the Womens’ Lib movement. A feature of the
production was a number of items using back-projected film, some as stand-alone
sketches, and some integrated with live action. These included “Eine kleine
Brechtmusik” with Cooke as Marlene Dietrich and Moore as the enamoured
professor; and a blacked-up Dudley Moore taking a shower whilst singing “Old Man
River” –his voice getting lighter and higher as the black was gradually washed off.
“The missing element. . . is wit with a bite and pungent satire. . . Cook and Moore have mellowed since the
great old days of the ‘Fringe’
Their comedy now tends to
be on the gentle side. . .
(their) studies of people are
more than impersonations:
they are full character
portraits. . . They hold the
stage for two hours with
authority and impeccable
timing” (The Stage).

Photo by Sophie Baker

“ ‘Behind the Fridge’ is
undoubtedly more intelligent,
more inventive, more subtly
and cunningly performed
than any revue since Beyond
the Fringe. . . with any other
pair it would have won rave
reviews. But our standards
for them are perhaps higher
than they realise or
wish” (Plays & Players)

LE GRAND MAGIC CIRCUS—Robinson Crusoe

Notes: This was an anarchic revue loosely based on the Robinson Crusoe
story. The shipwrecked Robinson has a series of dreams which are
burlesque fantasies of civilised society, dreams which serve to emphasise his
own solitude and the solitude of mankind in general. The scenes were
played “in booths around the arena, in people’s seats, even to the extent of
perhaps getting a naked man thrown into your lap . . .the music (was)
rhythmic and circus bang-bang-bang, plus some Gabriel Fauré songs sung
by Robinson in the nude” (The Stage) . A number of scenes involving fireeating had been prohibited due to the Roundhouse fire regulations. (The
Company had appeared in London four years earlier under the name of Le
Grand Theatre Panique)
Jerome Savery as Robinson Crusoe

Photo by Tommaso Le Pera

London run: Roundhouse, December 20th –
Devised & directed by Jerome Savery
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SPRING BIZARRE

London run: Hampstead Theatre Club, March 7th & April 18th (Limited seasons)
Cast: Rogers & Starr, Marcia Ashton, Michael Booth
Notes: This late-night show – a return visit from the previous year – was a total sell-out, and after its initial
short run, it returned on April 18th for another short season.

Rogers & Starr

Marcia Ashton

GB

London run: Westminster, March 6th (Limited season)
Words: Alan Thornhill, Michael Henderson, Hugh Steadman Williams
Music: Kathleen Johnson
Director: Henry Cass
Choreographer: Bridget Espinosa
Musical Director: Louis Mordish
Cast: Gladstone Addersley, Chris Channer, Imogen Claire, Penny Croft, Mike Fields,
Helena Leahy, Michel Orphelin, Gordon Reid, Delia Sainsbury, Donald Scott, Kenneth Shanley.
Notes: Presented by Moral Re-Armament, the sketches dealt with working-to-rule on the railways, a bank
hold-up, television interviewing techniques and a much praised mime item from Michel Orphelin as an angler.

PALLADIUM ‘73

London run: London Palladium, May 24th – September 8th
Choreographer: Duggie Squire
Cast: Bruce Forsyth, Kenneth McKellar, Los Indianos,
Anthea Redfern, Mona Richardson,
The Second Generation
Notes: The drumming bola-twirling Los Indianos from
Argentina were central to a spectacular gaucho scena;
the Scottish tenor, Kenneth McKellar, the soul-singer
Mona Richardson and the 20-strong Second Generation
featured in other staged sequences while the whole of
the second half was given over to Bruce Forsyth and
incorporated a Beat-the-Clock audience participation
game.
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DECAMERON ‘73

London run: Roundhouse, August 14th (14 Performances)
Roundhouse, September 25th (55 Performances)
Music & Lyrics: Joe Griffiths & Philip Sawyer
Director: Peter Coe
Choreographer: Leo Kharibian
Musical Director: Mahatma
Cast: June Bolton, Miquel Brown, Cheryl de Grunwald, Susanna Hunt,
Yasuko Nagazumi, Raad Rawi, Kenneth Gardner, Tim Goodman, David Yip,
Tariq Yunus.
Later additions: Venecia Day, Gina Jameila, Sol Raye
Story: A cast of ten
representing vario us
countries around the world are involved in telling eight
erotic stories in the style of the “Arabian Nights” –
amongst them stories of Amazonian lesbians and
gangs of young homosexuals. The final story dealt
with apartheid in South Africa, asking what would
happen if the Prime Minister turned black overnight?
Could he be jailed for having sex with his wife when he
was black? Or was he technically still white at the
time?
After its first short run it toured to Manchester where it
underwent some re-writing, and then returned to the
Roundhouse with some new songs and three more cast
members.

CILLA BLACK SHOW

London run, Palladium September 13th (7 week run)
Director: Dick Hurran
Choreographer: Irving Davis

Notes: This was a “staged”
variety show, opening with a
dance spectacle featuring Isobel Hurll and the Irving
Davis Dancers and closing the first half with an
extravagant calypso scena with interspersed specialities
including the puppeteers Philippe Genty & Co; the
trampoline display of the Schaller Brothers; the juggler
Gil Dova; and solo acts from the comedian Johnny
Hackett and the folk-star Roger Whittaker. The star of the
show, Cilla Black, dominated most of the second half.

Cilla Black & Roger Whittaker

Photo by Mirrorpix

Cast: Cilla Black,
Roger Whittaker,
Isobel Hurll,
Irving Davis Dancers,
The Schaller Brothers,
Phillipe Genty & Co,
Johnny Hackett, Gil Dova
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CARRY ON LONDON

London run: Victoria Palace, October 4th – October 12th 1974
Director: Albert J. Knight & Bill Roberton
Choreographer: Tommy Shaw
Cast: Sidney James, Barbara Windsor, Kenneth Connor, Bernard Bresslaw,
Jack Douglas, Peter Butterworth, Trudi Van Doorn, Lynn Rogers,
The New Doolys, Les Silhouettes, Les Quatre Rosetti, The Carry On Showgirls,
The Dancing Boys & Girls
Notes: The show received
universally poor reviews:
“I was not expecting too
much originality. . . but I was unprepared for the nonstop parade of drivel. . .most of the sparkles comes
from sequins, little from the sketches. Many of the
supporting acts have a touch of class which only
magnifies the dire routines of the top-liners”. (Daily
Mirror) “Hugely disappointing attempt to cash in on
the Carry On films boom. Sid James, Barbara
Windsor, Kenneth Connor, Bernard Bresslaw and
Peter Butterworth make up a quintet of old favourites
who are lost without trace amid an endless series of
speciality acts and choreographed nightmares”. (Plays
& Players)
Despite this drubbing the show did excellent business,
and ran just over a year.

COCKIE

London run: Vaudeville, December 12th - February 23rd 1974
Music & Lyrics: Various
Director: William Chappell
Choreographer: Sheila O’Neill
Tap routines: Lionel Blair
Musical Director: Alfred Ralston

Notes: The show did not
claim to be the life story of C.B. Cochran: it was a
review of memories from his musical shows and
revues presenting extracts from the works of Noel
Coward, Cole Porter, Jerome Kern, Irving Berlin,
Jacques Offenbach, and Rodgers & Hart. It also
included music-hall sequences, some ballet, and a
tribute to Alice Delysia. The outstanding performers
were said to be Avril Angers and Max Wall.

Patricia Bredin, Delia Sainsbury& Janet Mahoney

Photo by Godfrey Argent

Cast: Avril Angers, Patricia Bredin, Liz Charles, Robert Colman, Freddie Eldrett,
Eric Flynn, Graham James, Janet Mahoney, Jill Martin, Leslie Meadows,
Caron Nasso, Delia Sainsbury, Geoffrey Saunders, Jonathan Taylor,
Maggie Vickers, Max Wall
Later: Graham Jones
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THE DANNY LA RUE SHOW

London run: Prince of Wales, December 19th – March 22nd, 1975
Devised by Bryan Blackburn
Director: Freddie Carpenter
Choreographer: Tommy Shaw
Musical Director: Derek New
Cast: Danny la Rue, with Nicky Benton, David Ellen, Mike Goddard, Johnny Hart,
Jimmy Hunt, Jenny Layland, Clovissa Newcombe, Los Diablos del Bombo,
Tommy Shaw Dancers, Derek New Singers
Dancers: Jacqui Ann Bell, Kim Campbell, Carole Claydon, Karen Emerson,
Sylvia Kinsella, Sally McGowan, Sue Payton, Joy Phillips, Alison Larard Ross,
Carole Scanlon, Lee Sheridan, Valerie Simson, Helen Sparks, Robert Appleby,
Gerry Binns, Tony Deary, Paul Hillyer, Barry Iddon
Singers: John Conroy, Peter Eden, Lynette Elliott, Clare Fern, Jean Hulme,
Wendy Jones, John St Maur, Brent Verdon

In mid-September 1974 the theatre closed for one
week to enable the entire company to have a brief
holiday, and when the company returned the
following week the box office takings were the
best ever recorded in the 38 year history of the
theatre, with standing room only on each of the
six evenings that week.
The show ran until
March 22nd, 1975.

Photos by Tom Hustler

Notes: In a scena called “Ladies Who Made
History”, Danny la Rue appeared as Cleopatra
and Mae West; his other impersonations included
Dorothy Squires, Elizabeth Taylor and Zsa Zsa
Gabor; he appeared in a Follies scena and as
“Danny Says it With Diamonds” and “with his
hilarious formula of sophisticated double
entendres, he is superb. . . his sincere rendering of
the final number ‘My Way’ took on a new
dimension and accurately summed up this great
artiste’s phenomenal and very well deserved
success” (The Stage).
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LE GRAND MAGIC CIRCLE –
Moses to Mao

Photos by Philip Ingram

London run: Roundhouse, January 29th
(8 week season)
Devised and Directed by Jerome Savery

Jerome Savery

Notes: This latest revue from Le Grand Magic
Circle was entitled “From Moses to Mao – 5000
Years of Love and Adventure”. The sketches
included stories of Chopin & Georges Sands,
Napoleon and Josephine, and Victoria and Albert.
The visual gags saw the Dead Sea evoked by
yanking a fillet of plaice from a tub of water; a
Bishop’s crook turned into a lighter which sent
Joan of Arc up in sparklers; on a tableau of the
court of King Louis XIV a herald announced “Le
roi du soleil” and the court immediately put on sun
glasses. The show included a great deal of nudity,
a Roman orgy, and
scenes with the Marquis
de Sade, Sigmund Freud
and Napoleon played by
a dwarf. It was
frequently hilarious “. .
.but the jokes go no
further. . . were the
clowning bitter and
specific, the terror and
despair of the message
would be made .. . Here
the apocalypse seems to
be in parenthesis , out of
tone and keeping with
the idea of the
piece.” (Plays &
Players)

MONTY PYTHON’S FIRST FAREWELL TOUR
London run: Drury Lane, February 26th - March 23rd (4 week season)–
Devised & written by The Monty Python team

Cast: Graham Chapman, Terry Gilliam, Terry Jones, John Cleese, Eric Idle,
Michael Palin, Neil Innes, Lyn Ashley.
Notes: The sketches presented established favourites from the television
programmes including the non-football match between Greek and German
philosophers, the dead parrot sketch and the Lumberjack Song. The show had
developed a cult following, and the theatre was packed throughout the run
with devotees, many wearing the obligatory knotted handkerchiefs on their
heads and carrying penguins.
“In structure the show is basically an old fashioned revue, but there the
similarity ends, for its content is anarchic, very sick, frequently black and at
times even nauseous, but it is all extremely funny, due as much to the superb
professionalism of the team involved as to the actual material” (The Stage)
The original two week run was immediately extended to four weeks, and it
was announced that every performances was given in the presence of royalty
– the Royal Box was permanently occupied by a dummy Princess Margaret.
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FLOWERS

London run: Regent, March 27th - July 27th
Devised by Lindsay Kemp
Directed by Lindsay Kemp
Cast: Robert Anthony, David Haughton, Tony Maples,
The Incredible Orlando, Bruce White, Neil Caplan,
Lindsay Kemp, David Meyer, Arlene Philips,
Andrew Wilson
Notes: Lindsay Kemp’s dance/mime/revue/improvisation
“Flowers”, based on Jean Genet’s originally banned novel
“Our Lady of the Flowers” was the first presentation at the
converted Regent Theatre. It had originally been staged at the
Bush Theatre and then the I.C.A. After a short run the
company re-worked the show which then played offBroadway and in Australia as well as returning to London.

Lindsay Kemp as ‘Divine’

“Most astounding is his (Lindsay Kemp’s) performance. His
Divine is dressed in the grey furs of a Grande Dame—and
moves with matchless dignity. It is only the trembling of her
hand—disguised by holding a fan—that suggests the terror and
decay of an ageing queen still open to love. And the more she
craves nobility—’A pot of your finest China tea, my man’ the more wretched we know her existence to be” (Plays &
Players)

OFF THE PEG

London run: Arts, May 23rd (Short season)
Revue by Victor Spinetti & Gordon Deighton
Director: Victor Spinetti
Cast: Michael Rogers, Roy Starr, Rayner Bourton, Brian Godfrey,
Michael Lander, Joshua Smith, Peter Durkin, Alan Jones, Guy Siner,
Stephen Tate
Notes: This all-male late-night revue relied heavily on performers
miming to existing popular music recordings: a charlady doing her work
whilst miming to “Je ne regrette rien”; and Michael Rogers as Tommy
Steele singing “Half a Sixpence”, or as Marlene Dietrich. The nonmimed sketches included parodies of “Death in Venice” as directed by
Ken Russell, the balcony scene from “Private Lives”, and a send-up of
Kabuki Theatre. “The honest vulgarity in the show gives it life and colour
and throughout there is a nice sense of fun” (The Stage).

Rayner Bourton

FOR ONE WEEK ONLY

London run: Adelphi, June 17th - July 27th (Limited run)
Devised by Spike Milligan
Music: Jeremy Taylor
Cast: Spike Milligan, Jeremy Taylor, Alan Clare
Notes: A series of jokes, stories, and songs with sharp and occasionally acid
exposés of politics and social affairs, this was Spike Milligan “at his best: that
rarity, a serious humorist with humane feelings. . .a real artist and first rate actor.
He gets on with things too: doesn’t mess about as sometimes happens with
him” (The Stage) Following its London success – many completely sold-out
houses, and additional performances scheduled – the revue later undertook a
short provincial tour.
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COLE

London run: Mermaid, July 2nd – Sept 7th
Music & Lyrics: Cole Porter
Book: Benny Green & Alan Strachan
Director: Alan Strachan & David Toguri
Musical Director: John Burrows

Notes: With previews from June 28th, this
was an attempt to cash in on the success of
“Cowardy Custard”, with a series of Cole
Porter songs and
sketches giving an
outline of his lifestory. The show
“triumphantly. . .
lives completely up
Una Stubbs & Kenneth Nelson
to even the most
esoteric requirements of the show-music freak without ever losing contact with its
large popular audience. . . I can’t remember when I have had such a sheerly enjoyable
evening in the theatre for years” (Plays & Players) .
It ran for a fixed season at the Mermaid.

CHOX

London run: Comedy, July 15th (short limited season)
A Cambridge Footlights Revue
Director: Robert Benson (Crispin Thomas)
Musical Director: Nigel Hess
Cast: Sue Aldred, Clive Anderson, Jon Canter, Jane Ellison, Geoff McGivern, Griff Rhys-Jones,
Martin Smith, Crispin Thomas
Musicians: Nigel Hess, Alex Ingram, John Richards, Phil Buscombe

Clive Anderson

Notes: This was described as one of the disappointments of the season
with very little decent material.
The sketch “Handelabra” – a
modernisation of the classical composer – was said to be the best thing in
the show, thanks to the four musicians. The sketches included “Park
Incident”, “Get On Up”, and “Forking”, a perilous tongue-twister safely
delivered by Griffith Rhys Jones. “The performances were of normal
good amateur standards but no budding geniuses were discernible despite
the talented work of the musicians”. (The Stage). The show was almost
universally slammed by the London critics, but by the time it reached the
Edinburgh Fringe a few weeks later it was much praised and had
obviously improved out of recognition in the hands of its new director,
Crispin Thomas.

Photo by Anthony Crickmay

Cast: Ray Cornell, Lucy Fenwick,
Peter Gale, Bill Kerr, Julia McKenzie,
Ron McLennan, Kenneth Nelson,
Elizabeth Power, Angela Richards,
Una Stubbs
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LET MY PEOPLE COME
London run: Regent Theatre, August 19th – June 1977 (1245 Performances)
Music & Lyrics: Earl Wilson Jr.
Director: Phil Oesterman
Choreographer: Ian Naylor
Musical Director: Roger Ward
Producer: Larry Parnes

Cast: Gill Beresford, Helen Chappell, Christine Ellerbeck, Susanna Hunt,
Janet Shaw, Tommie Thompson, Michael Blaise, Michael Cowie, Bill van Dijk,
David Mellor, Miguel Oliver, Johnny Worthy, Adam Russell-Owen
Songs: Whatever Turns You On, Give
it to Me, First Year Fellatio, I’m Gay, Linda Georgina Marilyn and
Me, Dirty Words, Come in My Mouth, The Cunnilingus Champion
of Company C.
Notes: First performed off-Broadway in January 1974, this show
went on to several world-wide productions and ran several years in
London. Its sexual frankness shocked some, but it was described as
a “rollicking and joyous musical revue which uses the body, often
nude, as an affirmative statement on life”.
Photo by Monique Fay

Its score was praised and it was said to be flashy, fleshy, poignant,
and most importantly, entertaining. The song “Cunnilingus
Champion of Company C” was subject to a court case and had to be
taken out of the show following a copyright claim by the writers of
the Andrew Sisters wartime hit “The Boogie-Woogie Bugle Boy of
Company B”. It ran until June 1977, during which time there were
many changes of cast.

SAMMY CAHN’S SONGBOOK
London run: New London, September 11th
(Limited season)
Devised by Sammy Cahn
Director: Jerry Adler
Cast: Sammy Cahn, Lorna Dallas,
Laurel Ford, Terry Mitchell,
Richard Leonard
Notes: After a 40 year career as a lyric
writer, Sammy Cahn had made his debut as
an entertainer with a one-night stand
performance in 1972. That led to great
success in his “career-review” show in New
York earlier in 1974, and that show now
transferred to London. With anecdotes about
famous names in the theatre and film world,
and some excellent mimicry, he “croaked” a
few of his own songs, but in the main they
were properly performed by Lorna Dallas,
Laurel Ford and Terry Mitchell, with Richard Leonard at the piano.
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SWINGALONGAMAX

London run: Victoria Palace, October 24th – November 1st 1975
Cast: Max Bygraves, Anthony Bygraves, Bobby Crush, Rogers & Starr,
Denise Keene & Happy, Judy Allen, Peter Durkin, Swingalong Dancers,
Swingalong Singers
Notes: The first half was basically a variety bill: Bobby Crush at the piano, Judy
Allen with her blazing Catherine Wheel and fire-eating act, Denise Keen &
Happy, vocalists, and a sketch from Rogers & Starr which saw “Princess
Margaret” climb down from the Royal Box to sing an onstage duet with “Fanny
Craddock”. The entire second-half was “Down Memory Lane” - a series of scenas
with the songs and dances of the 30s. 40s, 50s, and 60s centred around and linked
by Max Bygraves

DEJA REVUE

London run: New London, December 30th – June, 1975
Devised by Olav Wyper & Alan Melville
Director: Victor Spinetti

Notes: This was a selection of items from the intimate revues of
the 1930s to the 1960s. Among the items were “Borgia
Orgy”(1943), “Siren Song” (1954). “Restoration Piece” (1948)
“Parlate Italiano”, and “Snaps”(1939). Sheila Hancock was
praised as brilliantly funny, but the modern-day cast failed to
capture the special aura and character of the original performers.
“Most of the items have lasted well; all were worth reviving. The
show is entertaining. But I think it may be enjoyed more by those
who never saw any of the original revues.” (The Stage)
George Cole & Sheila Hancock

Photo by Donald Cooper

Cast: Sheila Hancock, Tim Barrett, Leslie Meadows,
Nigel Williams, George Cole, Anna Dawson, Hilary Labow,
Josie Ashcroft
Later: Joan Savage
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1975

Peter Skellern, John Harding, John Burrows

LOUD REPORTS

London run: Theatre Upstairs, March 10th (Limited season)
Written by John Burrows, John Harding, Peter Skellern
Music: Peter Skellern
Director: Mark Wing-Davey
Cast: John Burrows, John Harding, Peter Skellern
Notes: Covering 75 years in the life of the (fictitious) retired army colonel Ian Corfe-Prater, VC, DSO, MC
etc , and his two sons, Donald and Reggie - this was a satirical look at the English class structure, from attitudes
towards the Russian Revolution, the General Strike, the “loss” of India, and the debacle of Suez. Never mind
those many foreign anarchists who all deserve horse-whipping, Colonel Corfe-Prater’s ultimate outrage comes
when the Beatles receive their MBE. A highlight of the show saw John Burrows singing a sub-Beatles ditty
“Make Love Not War”, “while the Colonel stands rigidly intoning his opposing credo. . .But ultimately the
show disappoints, for its style outweighs its substance: the Corfe-Prater breed have been subject to so many
lampoons in all media that (these) specimens seem like dead ducks” (Plays & Players).

THE DOOMDUCKERS BALL

London run: Theatre Upstairs, March 25th (Limited season)
Presented by the Joint Stock Theatre Company
Writers: The cast
Music: Free Money Group
Choreographer: Sue Lefton
Cast: Carole Hayman,
Neil Johnston, Mary Maddox,
Dinah Stabb, Jeff Teare
Notes: This “fantastical revue.
. .is presented with a wonderful
zest as well as imagination and
theatrical dash. . . .Inventive
fun is blended with satire and
Carole Hayman, Mary Maddox, Dinah Stabb,
what on the surface appears to
be crazy co mme nt b ut
underneath has the strength of intelligent observation” (The Stage). As well as a number of political slants, the
show also introduced Snow White’s dwarfs – all seven of them performed by the five players.
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SMALL AND BRASSY

London run: King’s Head, April 21st (Limited season)
Written by Neville Phillips
Music: Robb Stewart
Director: Stewart Trotter
Cast: Christopher Benjamin, Christine Edmonds, Mary Millar, Royce Mills,
Notes: Among the sketches were a miniature Minstrel show sung in “white-face”
dealing with Rhodesia’s colour-bar situation; the fate of a professional tea-tasting
expert – taste, swirl around the palate and then spit out - and the disastrous effect
this has on his social life; and the monologue of a much-married film-star. Other
sketches included a blithely cheerful social worker and her disastrous effect on a
distressed client, and the story of an invalid whose life is suddenly invaded by a
tap-dancer. The show “has skill, originality and a true understanding of the
requirements of revue” (The Stage).

Mary Millar

OH COWARD!

London run: Criterion, June 5th – August 2nd
Devised by Roderick Cook
Music & Lyrics: Noel Coward
Director: Roderick Cook
Musical Director: Richard Leonard
Cast: Roderick Cook, Geraldine McEwan, Jamie Ross

This London production had been tried out at the
Thorndike Theatre in Leatherhead, and suffered from
comparison with the Mermaid’s very successful “Cowardy
Custard” from 1972. It received an all-round negative
response. “This cabaret-style entertainment, lacking
versatility, had seemed better suited to one of our smaller
seaside piers than an appearance on a London stage. . .A
charming trio who get their tongues round Coward’s tricky
lyrics and give us examples of his devastating cocktail
party wit. . . Miss McEwan is enchanting in comedy
routines but she really should confine her singing to her
bathroom. Oh Coward will probably find favour with those
nostalgia seekers who can recall when entertainment wore
evening dress and a gel felt undressed without her
diamonds” (Daily Mirror).
Noel Coward and Marlene Dietrich attending a
gala performance of “Oh Coward” in New York —
his last theatre visit prior to his death in March 1973.
In the background, Graham Payn and Cole Lesley

Photo : Archive of the Coward Estate

Notes: This musical revue by Roderick Cook had been around for some time,
starting life in Vancouver in 1968 with Dorothy Loudon. Following some scathing
notices, it was heavily re-written and then opened on Broadway under the title
“Noel Coward’s Sweet Potato”. This time it received even worse notices and came
off after just 44 performances. Roderick Cook wouldn’t give up, and a third
version was tried out in Toronto, Boston and Chicago before returning to off-Broadway in 1972. Noel Coward
himself attended a gala performance, accompanied by
Marlene Dietrich, and when asked for his verdict, replied
“ I came out humming the songs”. (This turned out to be
his last ever theatre visit, since he then left for Jamaica
where he died.)
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HINGE & BRACKET at the AMBASSADORS
London run: Ambassadors, July 31st – September 6th
Devised by Stewart Trotter
Written by Steven Thorn & Paul Wolfson
Additional material by George Logan and Perri St Claire
Cast: George Logan, Patrick Fyffe
Notes: This two-man revue had originally been presented as a latenight show at the Theatre Upstairs on 26 Nov 1974, and then
transferred to the Mayfair Hotel for a Christmas and New Year run. It
consisted of a couple of doddering parish-hall spinsters in a recital of
Gilbert & Sullivan songs, with some acerbic passing comments on the
modern world. Sherry was served, and the audience required to stand
for “Rule Britannia”. The production was revived as a late-night
entertainment at the Ambassadors from July 11th and was so
successful that it was expanded to a full evening, playing a five week
season from July 31st. The performer billed as “Perri St Claire” at the
Mayfair had re-named himself Patrick Fyffe by the time the show
played the Ambassadors.

George Logan & “Perri St Clair”

ALL WALKS OF LEG
London run: Young Vic, October 21st (short limited run)
Book: Denise Coffey
Original source: John Lennon
Music: Jeremy James Taylor
Director: Jeremy James Taylor
Cast: Michael Graham Cox, Hugh Hastings, Alun Lewis, Sally Anne Newton, Job Stewart,
Gerry Sundquist, Cleo Sylvestre, Chris Tranchell, Albert Welling, Judy Wilson
Notes: This was billed as “An outburp of hysteriffs adapted from the works of John Lennon”. It was set in a
classroom from which the characters emerged to act out various situations narrated by Alun Lewis and Gerry
Sundquist as a small fantasising boy. The show included a Robinson Crusoe saga, a fighting arena, and battles
with a huge rag doll. “It was all there. Zany humour in its most primitive form, and the knocking of convention
at every opportunity. . . It was funny, crude and absurd. . . It was also far too long.” (The Stage)

FARJEON REVIEWED

London run: Mermaid, October 27th – January 17th
Devised by J.C. Trewin & David Toguri
Music: Walter Leigh
Director: David Toguri
Cast: David Burt, Tricia George, Jeannie Harris, Bernard Miles,
Peter Reeves, Grenville Saxton, Elizabeth Seal, Julie Stevens, David Timson
Notes: Following the Coward and Cole revues at the Mermaid, this was a
collection of sketches and songs by Herbert Farjeon, thought to be among the
very best of writers for little revues in the Thirties. The sketches included
“Rock Bottom Blondes”; “When Bolonsky Danced Belushka”, targeted at ballet
fans; “Tessa, Vanessa and Egbert” aimed at the Sitwells; and “Glyndebourne,
Glorious Glyndebourne” satire on the opera expeditionists. It also included
Bernard Miles with his Lomeshire sketch at the old cartwheel. It had a mixed
reception:. “This is a show of plain funny comedy, satire, light social comment, decent sentiment and a fine
sense of character.” (The Stage). “It is a shame that the Mermaid after the resounding success of both
Cowardy Custard and Cole should have come such a miserable cropper over Herbert Farjeon. But to be fair, he
does present a good many problems and the very transience of revue material makes the advisability of
reviving it debateable to say the least. (Plays & Players).
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THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE

London run: Victoria Palace, November 14th – February 1976
Revue by Ross Taylor
Original songs: John Taylor
Director: Ross Taylor
Cast: Mike Yarwood, Lynn Kennington, Syd Francis, Johnny Hart,
Black Theatre of Prague, Chris Connah & Linda Lawrence, Rossita Yarboy,
Jack Gunn, The Palace Girls
Notes: This was a variety show, with the first half offering a magician, Johnny
Hart; a comedy trumpeter, Syd Francis, the Black Theatre of Prague and various
supporting acts. The second half was Mike Yarwood in a series of impressions
including Eric Morercambe, Frankie Howerd and Michael Crawford, and a threeway conversation between Edward Heath, Harold Wilson and Robin Day.

WORDPLAY

London run: Hampstead Theatre Club, December 11th (Limited season)
Written by Roger McGough
Music & Lyrics: Andy Roberts & Victoria Wood
Director: Jim Goddard
Cast: John Gorman, Lindsay Ingram, Roger McGough,
Andy Roberts, Victoria Wood

Victoria Wood

Notes: “A cast of five give a number of short, snappy sketches on various
domestic situations and intellectual attitudes. There are some amusing bits
and pieces and one or two good songs, and the whole show is cleverly
devised and presented. But too much of it is obvious and lacking in
depth.” (The Stage)

LE GRAND MAGIC CIRCUS – Les grand sentiments
London run: Roundhouse, December 16th – January 1st,1976
Written & Directed by Jerome Savery
Music: Jerome Savery, Marcel Younet, Jacques Coutoureau

Notes: This was the story of a circus troupe that disbands, then
is re-united only to become victim of an economic recession and
decline again. Its underlying “satire” was a comment on survival
in the modern world, with a series of happenings or incidents in
the story which were comments on society’s pitfalls. There was
a red light attached to a string and this was pulled by the players
whenever the script stumbled across an “Important Statement”.
It had the usual theatrical “moments” expected from this
company - people from the audience making the posts of a
boxing ring; a referee with an alligator pinned to his chest; two
naked girls “sandwiching” a victim from the audience with a
sheet pulled over this ménage a trios, and when it’s pulled back
the girls have disappeared and the man is holding a rabbit. “But
too many of the tableaux in ‘Les grand sentiments’ seem merely
adjuncts of the plot rather than comments on it” (Plays &
Players)
Guy Gallardo, Ghislaine Heftre, Michel Dussarat

Photo by Roger Morton

Cast: Sophie Clamagirand, Michel Dussarat, Guy Gallardo, Ghislaine Heftre, Alain Poisson,
Carlos Pavlidis, Jef Rehault, Jacqueline Sandra, Jerome Savery,
Marcel Yonnet
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BEETLES AND BUCKMAN

London run: May Fair, February 3rd – (Limited season)
Revue by Chris Beetles & Rob Buckman
Additional material: David Tate & Tina Parry
Director: David Reid
Cast: Chris Beetles, Rob Buckman, Tina Parry, David Tate,
David O’Brian (pianist)
Notes: This was a collaboration which began at the Cambridge
Footlights. Among the items, Beetles and Buckman performed a
couple of zany dances, one with flippers and the other with
Rob Buckman
stuffed dummies, and sang a doleful sea-shanty of a frustrated
librarian who felt that a pennyworth of book is worth sixpence of oceans any day. David Tate scored as an
inebriated concert singer slurring and slurping his way through a romantic ballad. “It is certainly a Mayfairish
sort of show, almost old-fashionably so, and pleasingly unconcerned to bite sharply.” (The Stage)

CYCLE SLUTS

London run: Broadway Theatre, Kilburn, April 26th
(Short run)
Devised by the Roxy Theatre, Los Angeles
Presented by Larry Parnes
Music: Various
Director-Choreographer: ?
Cast: Ten performers, uncredited

Notes: The new Broadway Theatre in Kilburn
opened with previews on April 19th. It was
refurbished from the old Kilburn Empire and
launched itself with a bizarre new rock revue from
Los Angeles. The show opened with controversy
since London Transport banned the advertising
posters, claiming they were indecent. This was a tenman transvestite revue from the Roxy Theater, Los
Angeles, and by coincidence opened in London on
exactly the same night as the Paris transvestite show
“La Grande Eugene”. In a very different style to the
French show, this was wild, raunchy, with leatherclad hairy-chested men, wrapped in chains, mocking
the Hollywood obsession with glamour and glitter.
One of the numbers in the show was the old song
“You Made Me Love You” sung by a line-up holding
lengths of chains. On the song’s fourth beat at the mention of “love” they smash their chains in unison on the
ground. At the end of the song – the “Gimme, gimme what I cry for” they manage to link the chains into one
long line and start a chorus line of high-kicks in unison like a standard Tiller Girl routine.
The show was “. . . a drag revue of unusually dreary composition. . . The sketches and songs lack originality and
bite; the satire is stale and flat; ideas are feeble or ancient. . .’Cycle Sluts’ is full of social comment which is
without freshness, brilliance or wit” (The Stage.) However, another view thought “Their grotesquerie is a sendup of the Hollywood ethic of softig femininity. . . Their songs have more intelligence that most. . . . There is an
idea behind the ‘Cycle Sluts’ manic frivolity. . . they’ve learned to package pain and make it feel like
spontaneous pleasure” (Plays & Players).
(This group was not connected with a later heavy metal rock group “Cycle Sluts from Hell”)
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Songs: Love is a Killer, Nasty, Spaghetti’s Straight
Till it Hits Hot Water, All American Boy, Wait Till
Your Son Turns Nellie, Deteriorata
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LA GRANDE EUGENE

London run: Roundhouse, April 26th ( 5 months)
Songs: Various composers
Original music: Alain Guiu
Book: Frantz Salieri
Director: Frantz Salieri
Choreographer: Alain Deshayes

Notes: This transvestite revue began
at a late-night cabaret venue, La
Grande Eugene, off the ChampsElysées in Paris, with a company of 11
men miming to records of Marlene
Dietrich, Josephine Baker, Liza
Minelli, Lotte Lenya and others.
However, it was a long way from an
ordinary drag-show, and its superb choreography, mime, and technical precision was
attached to an underlying trenchant social commentary: nostalgia for a past that never
really existed, sexual eroticism that is faked and illusory, and a sense of dread at our
inability to see past the illusion. (Bruno Tonioli remained in London and had an
extensive career as performer and then as choreographer in world-wide demand. He
later became a household name as one of the judges on the TV show “Strictly Come
Dancing)

SIDE BY SIDE BY SONDHEIM

London run: Mermaid Theatre , May 4th (781 Performances)
Transferred: Wyndham’s Theatre, July 7th
Transferred : Garrick Theatre, Oct 4th 1977 - April 29th, 1978
Music: Stephen Sondheim & others; Lyrics: Stephen Sondheim
Director: Ned Sherrin
Choreographer: Bob Howe
Musical Director:Tim Higgs & Stuart Pedlar
Producer: Cameron Mackintosh & H. M. Tennent
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Cast: Millicent Martin, Julia McKenzie, David Kernan, Ned Sherrin
Notes: An anthology of songs by
Stephen Sondheim, this proved to be
enormously popular and did much to promote Sondheim’s
reputation and popularise his works. With just three singers, a
narrator and two pianos, its elegant simplicity was much praised.
After a year the original cast left to appear in the show in New
York where it opened on April 18th 1977. This was the first of
Cameron Mackintosh’s productions to open in New York, but not
under his own management. At this time all the USA rights in
Sondheim’s music were held by Harold Prince, and the New York
production was announced under the Prince management, with
Cameron not even invited to the opening night!
The London replacement casts included Robin Ray, Russell Harty,
Michael Parkinson, Bernard Braden, Michael Aspel, Christopher
Biggins, Sheridan Morley and even Hermione Gingold as future
narrators.
Julia McKenzie, David Kernan, Millicent Martin
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Cast: Christophe Basso (Erna von Scratch),
Luc Chevalier (Belle de May),
José-Christian Niego (Josepha Badabou),
Alain Deshayes, James Cameron, Bruno Tonioli,
Ladislav Perfler, Thierry le Bourgeois, Peter Althoff,
Patrick Louis-Sidney, Jean-Francois Decarufel
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WHAT’S A NICE COUNTRY LIKE U.S.
DOING IN A STATE LIKE THIS?
London run: May Fair, May 27th – (Short run)
Revue by Ira Gasman
Music: Cary Hoffman
Additional material: Bernie Travis
Director: Michael Quinn McAloney
Choreographer: Jane Darling
Musical Director: Richard Leonard
Cast: Peter Blake, Billy Boyle, Neil McCaul, Jacquie Toye,
Leueen Willoughby
Notes: This American revue had come into the May Fair from the
Yvonne Arnaud Theatre in Guildford. The show had no sketches and no dancing, and consisted of songs and
song-scenes with targets including Presidents Nixon and Ford, Henry Kissinger, city muggings and the Mafia.
The song titles included “Liberals Lament”, “Communist Menace”, “New York Suite” and “Take Us Back,
King George”, a plea for the return of the USA to the British crown.

CARTE BLANCHE

London run: Phoenix, September 30th – May 1977
Devised by Kenneth Tynan & Clifford Williams
Material credited to 18 different authors, poets & writers
Director: Clifford Williams
Musical Director: Nic Rowley

Notes: Of the seventeen sketches, each by a different writer, the best were said to be Eugene Ionesco’s about
two aged hags who are transformed with costumes, wigs and jewels into ravishing creatures who go out on the
town for a night of unbridled passion, only to return to a chilly bed, raddled and worn out again; and Frantz
Salieri’s blend of a pair of decadent, grotesquely masked young lovers with a bucolic Mozart scene, miming to
“Liebestod”. Other sketches included a motor cycle sex-bang ending in death; an Earls Court flasher; and a
geriatric sex orgy.
“Carte Blanche has little wit and less humour; it is sadly deficient in imagination, and, far from commanding
attention, it is on the whole a tedious display” (The Stage). The excessive nudity was possibly intended to be
shocking but “. . . far more shocking to me was the feebleness of the material, the ineptitude of the production,
and, worst of all,
the
stupefying
boredom
which
enveloped
the
entire evening like
a mouldy winding
sheet. . . Nowhere
in this miserable
melange of smut
and ennui is there
an inkling of
p r o f und i t y,
a
glimmer
of
humour or a single
trace of joy”
(Plays & Players)
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Cast: Sue Aldred, Robin Courbet, Fiona Douglas-Stewart, Caroline Grenville, Philip Hatton,
Rodney Madden, Michael Manning, Natasha Morgan, Sue Rittman, Peter van de Wouw, Edwin van Wyk,
Jean Warren, Michael Watkins, Joseph Welcome
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THE GREAT WALL

London run: Greenwich Theatre, December 27th – January 22nd 1977
Director: John Link
Musicians: Terry White & Tony Parkinson
Cast: Max Wall, Dicken Ashworth, Frank Barrie, Petra Markham, Sally Mates
Notes: This revue played late-nights until January 22nd, though from January 8th onward Max Wall doubled –
playing in Samuel Beckett’s ‘Krapp’s Last Tape’ earlier in the evening, and then as Professor Wallofski in the
late night revue.
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FLOWERS (Revised)

London run: Roundhouse, January 20th – February 12th
Devised by Lindsay Kemp
Based on material by Jean Genet
Original score: Andrew Wilson
Cast: Pierre Althoff, Annie Balfour, Neil Caplan,
David Haughton, Lindsay Kemp, Robin Martin,
Michael Matou, Douglas McNichol,
The Incredible Orlando.
Notes: This was a revised version of the production which had been
staged at the Regent in 1974. From February 17th – March 12th it was
followed by a version of Oscar Wilde’s “Salomé”.

EDITH PIAF, JE VOUS AIME

London run: King’s Head, February 17th Transfer: Shaftesbury , June 21st
(Short run)
Devised by Libby Morris
Additional material: Ronnie Bridges, Peter Reeves
English lyrics: Fran Landesman
Director: John Heawood
Musical Director: Chuck Mallett

Shaftesbury cast: Maureen Scott, Libby Morris,
Peter Reeves, Clifton Todd
Notes: After a highly successful run at the King’s
Head, this revue transferred to the Shaftesbury, where
the programme note stated the show aimed “to
present Piaf through her
music, and mostly in
English, so that these
Libby Morris
memorable songs will
have a wider understanding and appeal.” However, the critical reaction was “her
formerly enchanting songs have had the French stuffing knocked out of them by a
process which has transformed them into neat little Broadway melodies or light
operatic arias – agreeable enough, but scarcely Piafesque.! (The Stage). Similarly
“A long sequence of the Piaf songs by a company of four; the lyrics are in
mediocre English translations” (Illustrated London News).
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Cast: Maureen Scott, Libby Morris,
John Muirhead, Tony Bateman
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1977

Una Stubbs, Richard Denning, Kenneth Nelson, Tudor Davies, Graham James

OH, MR PORTER

London run: Mermaid, April 27th – September 3rd
Book: Benny Green
Music: Cole Porter
Director: Wendy Toye
Musical Director: Ken Moule
Presented by Michael Codron

Cast: Jacqueline Clarke, Tudor Davies, Richard Denning, Don Fellows,
Graham James, Eleanor McCready, Kenneth Nelson, Su Pollard,
Jeanette Ranger, Una Stubbs
Notes: As a follow-up to the Mermaid’s “Cole”, this show introduced some of the
less well-known songs, but its format was somewhat confusing. The premise was a group of actors appearing
for the first day of rehearsals for yet another routine musical, and while waiting for the director to appear, they
amuse themselves by singing numbers from the various shows they have appeared in. Performed in the very
latest of modern-day dress, the reminiscences of some of the cast of their days in the old operettas caused
confusion about their actual age; and then some mysterious phone calls from the management - announcing that
one member of the company was going to be dropped – just added even more confusion. The attempt to add a
“plot” to a revue of Cole Porter songs didn’t quite work.

THE LAS VEGAS FOLIES ‘77

London run: Victoria Palace, May 24th – September 10th
Conceived & Directed by: Jerry Jackson
Choreographer: Jerry Jackson
Musical Director: Russell Wright
Cast: Stephanie Ptak, Barbara Lauren, Carl Wallace, Donna McGaughey,
Lisa Russell, Rick Garcia, Kirk Thorndike, Paul Hillyer, Ray Fell,
Bob Clarke Ensemble, Paul Vernon & Glen, Roger Blais.
Notes: Subtitled “A Salute to the Music Hall”, the production numbers ranged
from blues, a (mild) striptease, jive, Charleston, tango, and “in a slam-bang finale
which is enthusiastically received, the Can Can. . . Unfortunately a show based
almost entirely on choreography has an uphill struggle in maintaining audience
interest” (The Stage). Paul Vernon & Glen were illusionists with their Zig-Zag
lady, Roger Blais was an American vocalist, and Ray Fell a comedian.

1977
AFTER SHAVE

London run: Apollo Theatre, August 24th ( 2 weeks)
Music: Nic Rowley
Lyrics & Book: Stephen Wyatt
Director-Choreographer: Christie Dickason
Musical Director: Nic Rowley
Producer: Cameron Mackintosh

Cast: Sue Aldred, Linda Dobell, Nicolette Marvin,
Caroline Noh, Belinda Sinclair
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Notes: A musical revue written with women in
mind, containing 24 sketches from ruggerbuggery in the showers (“on with the aftershave, nothing too poofy”), to an assault on a
man by three chain-and-leathered females
(“everyone knows that a man who’s raped
secretly enjoys it”). An all-woman cast, with
the occasional man played by a woman, this
was a series of feminist sketches some of
which made their point, too many of which
fell flat. It was a quick flop.
Nicolette Marvin
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FLOORSHOW

London run: Theatre Royal Stratford East, January 18th (Limited run)
Revue by Caryl Churchill, Michelene Wandor,
Bryony Lavery & David Bradford
Music: Helen Glavin, Josefina Cupido, Roger Allam
Director: David Bradford
Cast: Roger Allam, Chris Bowler, Josefina Cupido, Gillian Hanna,
Mary McCusker, Clive Russell, Helen Glavin
Note: Monstrous Regiment – “militant but nice with it” - a company of five
“sisters” and two “token” men, staged a revue committed to improving the
status of women. The sketches considered women’s roles past, present and
future, the identity crisis of being a housewife and mother, how parliamentary
acts do not change matters overnight, and the degradation of being whistled at – all set to music and told in
tongue-in-cheek gag form.

THE THEATRE ROYAL FOLLIES

London run: Theatre Royal, Stratford East, March 15th – April 1st
Devised & Directed by Clare Venables
Choreographer: Bill Drysdale
Musical Director: Don Shearman
Cast: Richard Albrecht, Peter Dawson, Patrick Dickson, Yvonne Edgell, Christine Edmonds,
Deborah Findlay, John Halstead, Teddy Kempner, Margot Leicester, Paul McCleary, Peter Robert Scott
Notes: This was a song and dance anthology “depicting that heady, romantic era of brilliantine, tux’s,
aspidistras and great material of the thirties. . .there did appear, however, to be a certain amount of material,
including a melodrama, which was expendable . . . (however) the cast could have been left in no doubt as to
what the public unashamedly adores” (The Stage)

London run: Hampstead, July 19th
(Limited run)
Revue by Rowan Atkinson,
Richard Sparks, Elspeth Walker
& Peter Wilson
Additional material: Richard Curtis
Director: Michael Rudman
Musical Director: Howard Goodall
Cast: Rowan Atkinson,
Elspeth Walker, Peter Wilson
Notes:
This was a traditional
University-type revue: a series of
unrelated sketches punctuated by
blackouts and songs.
There was an
Elspeth Walker & Rowan Atkinson
opera burlesque; a Teddy Bears’ Picnic
under the baton of a gyrating conductor; a bumbling politician’s after-dinner speech; and an ageing soprano’s
monologue. It was primarily a vehicle for Rowan Atkinson, whose mastery of comic timing was much praised.
His schoolmaster calling the register – nothing more than a list of names – was a masterpiece of comic timing;
his portrayal of a pompous young man nonsensically repeating the word “big” at a restaurant table was
similarly praised. “However, the performers’ talents are not quite sufficient to support an entire evening, and
the show sags disappointingly in the second half when the poverty of material becomes increasingly
apparent” (Plays & Players)
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BEYOND A JOKE
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IN AT THE DEATH

London run: Bush, July 14th (Limited sun)
Sketches : Ken Campbell, Snoo Wilson, Nigel Baldwin,
Micheline Wandor, Cherry Potter, Ron Hutchinson,
Ted Whitehead & Victoria Wood
Music: John Fiske & Victoria Wood

Notes: This was a series of sketches submitted by individual writers,
“based on the familiar obsessions of English newspapers – suicide,
abortion, disaster and (mostly) death”. The sketches included “Ghouls”,
about people who rush to view natural disasters; a ghoulishly prudish
librarian handing out sex advice to a seemingly impregnated ingénue; a
Ruby-Murray look-a-like competition; a woman’s attempt to relocate her
deceased husband in the mining works beneath her home; and a preacher
warning that witches rule the world. This was a marked departure from
the more traditional revue format, and earned the following critical
Geoffrey Jackman advice: “If you ask writers for sketches, make sure they write sketches
“Witches rule the world”
and not first-drafts of ideas for full-length plays; keep it tight, don’t
have too many good performers putting on too many different accents too regularly as they will not settle down
in any of them; make sure you know how and when to end each episode” (Plays & Players).

A NIGHT WITH DAME EDNA

London run: Piccadilly, December 13th – April 28th 1979
Devised by Barry Humphries
Directed by Ian Davidson
Notes: The first half of the show saw Barry Humphries as Les Patterson, the cultural
attaché sent to Britain to dispense “The Yartz”; Sandy, the man who died as quietly
as he lived; and Lance Boyle, the trades union leader free-loading his way around the
Far East. “This is razor-sharp humour, all the better for being economical” (The
Stage). The whole of the second half was devoted to Dame Edna Everage,
bombarding and haranguing her audience with her observations political, social and
especially medical. “One has the impression of a revue sketch which gets out of
hand and goes over the top, a cleverly sustained characterisation somehow sliding
into lapses of taste and a feeling that the artist is cruelly laughing at women rather
than with them” (Ibid) .
The end of the run was announced with an advertisement in The Stage: “Dame Edna Everage, the famous
superstar, will be leaving the cast of A Night with Dame Edna at the Piccadilly Theatre on April 28 to be at the
Melbourne bedside of Lord Everage, her husband. Auditions will soon be announced for her replacement. I
am looking for a tall, witty, refined and mature actress (personal references essential) who is capable of
engaging 1,200 people in charming conversation every night of the week for two hours and twice on Saturdays.
Sorry – no ethnics. Americans need not apply.
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Cast: Alison Fiske, Geoffrey Jackman, Philip Jackson, Clive Merrison,
Julie Walters, Victoria Wood
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IT’S NOTHING SERIOUS

London run: Roundhouse Downstairs, January 4th (Short season)
Revue by Sue Tilling & Richard Ritchie
Director: Sue Tilling
Pianist: Harriet Lawson
Cast: Eileen Battye, Harriet Lawson, Sue Tilling, Richard Ritchie, Charles Tilling
Notes: The show “is literate, intelligent, neatly staged, smartly performed and is not without point.
Nevertheless it still comes across as oddly dated and strangely class-ridden, the appeal being to a distinct social
stratum, upper middle, one would guess.” (The Stage).

THE PARANORMAL REVIEW

London run: Bush Theatre. January 11th (Limited run)
Written by Erik Brogger
Director: Chris Langham
Cast: Paul McDowell, Michael Parmentier, Kevin Elyot, Manning Redwood, Maynard Williams
Notes: Framed around an inaugural meeting of the Charles Flynn Society, dedicated to the pursuit of the
paranormal, the psychic and the bizarre, the four performers (who each play a named character throughout)
experience a number of paranormal experiences in the form of a series of sketches: a creature from Outer Space
comes to earth in the form of an orange armchair; extra-terrestrial forces wish to take over the world because
of its junk food, junk movies, junk ideals. As one character observes: “This is the way the word ends, not with
a bang but a voucher”. It was regarded as a show full of goon-like, mad humour, certainly not to everyone’s
taste.

LE GRAND MAGIC CIRCUS – 1001 NIGHTS
London run, Shaftesbury, January 17th (Short run)
Book & Lyrics: Jerome Savery
Music: Francois Orenn
Director: Jerome Savery

Cast: Lucas de Chabaneix, Elisabeth Chailloux, Martina Dorr, Gilles Durant, Michel Dussarrat,
Maxime Lombard, Jerone Savery, Gail Gatterburg, Christian Hillion, Jim Kain, Celia Gore-Booth,
Elizabeth Pierre, Francois Orenn, Carlos Pavlidis, Jeff Rehault, Jacqueline Sandra
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Notes: This time the production was much more plot driven: Ali, a little tailor who used to be Prince Aladdin,
tells the story of 1001 Nights, featuring Scheherazade (a 16 stone slave girl who keeps forgetting the plots), and
how he travelled to Paris to buy the Eiffel Tower to fulfil her wish. But he was cheated by Sinbad, the lawyer,
beaten up by the French police, and ended up as a little tailor in the back-streets of Paris. The series of satirical
sketches which made up the story had as their targets contemporary politics, the excesses of the left-wing,
attacks on the legal system, and so on – but, this time, the company produced a show which could easily pass
for a pantomime for grown-ups.

Some of the Forty Thieves on their way home from a hard day at the office
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THE FRENCH HAVE A
SONG FOR IT
London run: Piccadilly, May 2nd –
(very short run)
Devised by Peter Reeves
Music: arranged by David Wykes
Director: Eleanor Fazan
Cast: Helen Shapiro,
Amanda Barrie, Sonja Kristina,
Peter Reeves, Stephen Tate
Notes: The show presented some 50 songs divided into five sections: from the
street, provincial life, songs of protest, songs of today, and songs of the music
hall. The subjects included a young soldier losing his innocence in a mobile army
brothel; a bleak portrait of a clapped out prostitute; protesting students in the
streets of Paris; the monotony of everyday life in the country; and, on the lighter
side, the “Trippers’ Tango” with Amanda Barrie as a eucalyptus-puffing,
mothball-sniffing, household bleach-popping tripper, and her “Recipe for a Love
Affair”. Helen Shapiro’s interpretations of some Edith Piaf material was much
praised.
The show had been developed from a smaller version presented at the King’s
Head in July 1978 (Original cast: Bill Homewood, Sally Mates, Mandy More,
Peter Reeves – directed by John Heawood) and it was felt the show was too
intimate for a space like the Piccadilly Theatre, and had been better served in its
earlier setting. It was taken off after just three weeks.

BRASIL TROPICAL

London run: Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, May 29th – June 16th
Directed by Edvaldo Carneiro & Domingos Campos
Choreographer: Domingos Campos & Claudette Walker
Cast: Dalila, Ana Teresa, Jocely, Gato, Telma, Negao, Fusica & large company
Notes: This was a temporary replacement show following the cancellation of the planned Bob Fosse’s
production of “Dancin”. (The show has been subject to an Equity dispute when Fosse insisted he could not
stage it with an all-British cast
because their standard wasn’t high
enough!).
The individual items
were showcases for a batuque, a
Frevu, and a marcato; the settings
included a wedding, a football
game, a slave ship and a scene in
“Brazil Today” (“where the dancers
wear punk gear and John Travolta
style suits – obviously a reference to
a certain type of Brazil Today . . .
The amazing finale with the much
publicised costumes from the Rio
Carnival is quite something. . .
especially those headdresses” (Plays & Players)
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THE CAMBRIDGE REVUE

London run: Shaftesbury, October 2nd –(Limited run)
Director: John Cormack, Tim Fox & Phil Gould
Cast: John Cormack, Ruthie Jamieson, Julie Villard, Tim Fox, Phil Gould, Helen Gould,
Nick Wickham, David Laundy
Notes: This revue made up part of the evening’s entertainment under the collective title “Lunatic Fringe” playing
along with two other items from the recent Edinburgh Fringe. The sketches included an elaborate hospital ward
ballet, in which doctors and nurses cavort with their instruments and healing apparatus; a skit on Colin and
Vanessa Redgrave; on Olivier dressed as Richard III but confusing what role he was supposed to be performing;
and a “Mastermind” song-sketch.

AN EVENING WITH TOMMY STEELE

London run: Prince of Wales, October 11th – November 29th, 1980
Presented by Bernard Delfont & Richard M. Mills
Director: Dick Hurran
Musical Director: Alan Bence
Cast: Tommy Steele with Don Q and his Wonder Horse, Chick Hicks,
The Dynamic Steelmen and Terry Mitchell (The Human Rhythm Ace)
Chorus: Phillip Harrison, Gail Ivey, James Lavelle, John Lavelle, Christine Ling,
Sharon Lupino, Dawn Macdonald, Jill Scorer, Trevor Willis, Sue Wright.
Notes: This was basically a one-man show, with Tommy Steele supported by an onstage
band and a team of boy and girl dancers. It was originally planned for a 12 week run but
was a runaway success, finally closing after 14 months – and then only closing since
Tommy Steele chose not to continue through the Christmas period.

IONESCOPADE

London run: New End, November 9th – (Short fixed run)
Based on the works of Eugene Ionesco;
Conceived by Robert Allan Ackerman
Music & Lyrics: Mildred Kayden
Director: Paul Marcus Choreographer: Stuart Hopps
Musical Director: Simon Wallace
Cast: Linda Lou Allen, Judith Bruce, Richard Gale, William Relton,
Thea Ranft, David Schofield, Metin Marlow (Clown)
Notes: This was a “musical entertainment” based on his famous plays. With only 96 seats
at the New End venue it was a total sell-out throughout its fixed run.

NASHVILLE NEW YORK

London run: King’s Head, November 12th (Short season)
Music: Vernon Duke & Kurt Weill;
Lyrics: Ogden Nash
Devised by Robert Cushman
Director: Nikolas Simmonds
Choreographer: Fred Peters
Cast: Christopher Benjamin, Robert Cushman, Bryan Murray, Leueen Willoughby
Notes: From its origins as a 40 minute show based on the writings of Ogden Nash, it had now been expanded into
a an entertainment lasting an hour and three-quarters and presented as a main show at the King’s Head. It was
generally felt that doubling the length of the show had not doubled the pleasure, since Ogden Nash’s style tended
to be a consistent one. The show tended to become “monotonous because of the Nash sameness . . . A number of
songs, with the Duke and Weill music being most welcome, help things along nicely by breaking up the
monotony” (The Stage).

